HALLOWEEN POP UP SHOP EVENTS

MAKING PLANS FOR HALLOWEEN? STOP BY OUR POP UP FOR FREE CONDOMS, CANDY, PARTY SAFE SWAG, AND KNOWLEDGE FOR STUDENTS BY STUDENTS

TUESDAY 10/30
PORTER COLLEGE QUAD
10:30AM - 1:00PM

WEDNESDAY 10/31
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
10:00AM - 12:00PM

THE SHOP CREW WILL HAVE TIPS ON:

- Going downtown - what to expect
- Making a transportation plan
- Safer substance use
- Pregaming
- Making a party safe plan for you and your crew

- Fines downtown - how to avoid them!
- Safer sex supplies and where to tuck 'em in those costumes!
- Costumes - how to be creative but NOT racist, sexist, transphobic, and the like

For more info contact Ryan at rbconradeucsc.edu